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Abstract-In Video Coding Standards such as MPEG, H.26X contains Block Matching Motion Estimation 

process in Video processing. Finding Motion Vectors are important in Video Compression point of view. Since 

any video coding techniques can be included after movement estimation. Many quick quest calculations are 

accessible for Motion Estimation. The proposed algorithm contains a combination of the Adaptive Search Area 

Selection and the Diamond Search algorithm, which is called the Hybrid ASW-DS algorithm to reduce the 

processing time of ME. The proposed algorithm is compared to other algorithms by considering parameters such 

as PSNR, Computations per block and Search Point number. 

Keywords-Motion Estimation, Sum of Absolute Difference, Exhaustive Search, Diamond Search, PSNR, Search 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Several rapid motion estimation methods have been proposed, such as a Three-step search [1], a New three-step 

search [1], a four-step search [2], a Simple and Efficient Search [3], a diamond search [4] and an Adaptive Rood 

Pattern [5].An adaptive I-B-P frames determination is suggested in [6] that allows future and past frames to be 
stored that take further computation time. North-South –East-West affine translation is suggested to replace B-

frames I-or P frames. Cross Diamond Search Pattern were talked about in [7-9]. There are three different ways 

to lessen Motion estimation multifaceted nature: 

1.Diminish the number of search points for each macro block.2. Minimize the calculations 

processedat each search point. At each search point, variable block size mode decision can be used.3.Early ter

mination can be used by detecting zero motion in frame. 

Adaptive search algorithms have been implemented later in Motion Estimation algorithms that can 

adjust the search region scale, block size and search point number. The number of search points can differ 

depending on the search criteria chosen in the algorithm. Adaptive search set dependent on depth details is 

addressed in [10]. The color textures here capture pixel luminance and chrominance details throughout the 

scenes. Depth maps show the distances of artifacts identified with each pixel in color textures. The object is 
nearer to the viewer when the gray value of pixels at the particular location of depth map is lighter. Depth maps 

can provide additional information about pixels of objects within equal distance. With the help of the Depth or 

Motion Relationship Map (DMRMap), the more or less motion activities of objects among the successive frames 

could be projected by depth maps. Since the Mean intensity depth is a matching criterion for differentiating the 

various objects at various distances in the successive frames, Depth maps point the location or pixel value of the 

object in the video scene from the image plane. Adaptive search range centered on the adjacent depth intensity 

weighted total is addressed in [11]. With the aid of the adjacent motion vector predictor (MVP) in the search 

path, the optimum motion vector (MV) is chosen by reducing the distortion cost within the predefined search 

pane. Computation is minimized in multi-frame motion estimation [12]. Here, the first frame motion vector will 

be used to change the correct scale of the scope window for the rest of the reference frames. If several small 

blocks have a same value of motion vector, the combined large block could use such motion vectors as an initial 

point for further adjustment of smaller search window size. There are two forms of predictions: 1. Object 
dependent prediction 2. Background dependent prediction. Movement backgrounds seldom appear in images 

from stationary image capturing devices. Adaptive search window for surveillance videos of less difficulty is 

addressed in [13]. Depth level mapping, which is a graph of motion vector amplitude and depth strength, is used 

in the collection of an adaptive search range [14].Depth maps provide references to objects at the equal distance 

from the projected screen in a three dimensional scene. Irregular search window reusable scheme is discussed in 

[15]. Adaptive search range algorithm that exploits the correlation among the neighboring blocks motion 

parameters and the current block search range [16].Movement vector estimation with a wider coding device 

defines a broader search set for fast motion. Movement Vector 's estimation of a wider coding function defines 

a narrower scope set for slow motion [17].Here, Suggestedwork aims to boost the efficiency of video 

compression rate in terms of processing time. The suggested approach is a hybrid of the adaptive window and 

the diamond search pattern. The quick ME increases compression rate and decreases computational complexity. 
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In Exhaustive search (ES), all the pixels in each blocks in current frame are compared with respective reference 

frame pixels in terms of cost function to find the best fitting block. Exhaustive search provides better 

performance in terms of PSNR and SSIM but it takes more computation of ME. Several fast ME techniques are 

evolved such as TSS, 4SS, SESS and ARPS etc. In rapid ME Techniques, it is not required to compare all the 

pixels in each block of current frame with corresponding pixels in reference frame. Based on the search path or 
pattern, the less number of pixels are compared with respective pixels in reference frame. Therefore, several fast 

ME techniques are accepted for ME with minimum computation time and optimum picture quality i.e. PSNR 

and SSIM when compared to Exhaustive search. 

Fixed search range or window is the boundary to compute the minimum distortion among the pixels in 

reference and current frames. In fixed window or pane of search, all the blocks in current frame are needed to 

compare with reference frame blocks even there is no movement of objects between current and reference frames 

which has motion vector (0,0). At that time, variable size windows are better than fixed size window for 

searching best fitting blocks. Search pane could be varied based on the motion activities involved in a video. 

Adaptable window size could be used where the number of blocks involved for computation of ME is reduced 

in a frame when there are non-moving objects presented between frames.  

By combining the fast ME technique with Adaptable window size, Hybrid algorithm is achieved less 

computations of ME with optimum picture quality. 
Section II discusses the Adaptive Search window related work Section III discusses previous work on Block 

based motion estimation algorithms. Section IV discusses the proposed hybrid work of the BBME algorithm. 

The results are discussed in Section V. The conclusion and the future of the work are discussed in Section VI. 

 

II.RELATED WORKS 

A faster ME algorithm with Adaptive Search Range (ASR) was proposed in this paper [18]. The CPU 

efficiently determines and passes the searching ranges to the GPU. The Graphics Processing Unit executes the 

ME algorithm. This GPU-based ME algorithm process a rapid Motion Estimation with negligible coding 

losses.In the ASR evaluation, the frame was divided into two types with an interpretation of the motion feature 

of the previous frame and a specification of the searching ranges corresponding to the classification type. 

Following an ASR statement, the GPU conducts the ME cycle with the ASRs. The Lee algorithm [19] is used 
for the GPU-based ME implementation. The Concurrent Parallel Reduction (CPR) method is combined with 

exhaustive search to diminish the problems related to conventional parallel reduction with the aid of the 

availability of thread and synchronization. The frame-wise GPU-based ME produces HEVC dependence 

problems in the Motion Vector Prediction method. In this paper, therefore, Predictor of Motion Vector is derived 

from temporal Motion Vectors (MVs) to remove the dependency problem. 

Motion vector distribution is modelled by Cauchy distribution in the novel adaptive SR algorithm [20] which 

reduces the complexity of the ME process. A new diamond shaped search window (SW) is suggested in [21]. A 

frame level adaptive search range (SR) algorithm is presented to vary the size of the diamond shaped search 

window dynamically. The optimal motion vector difference (MVD) distribution is modelled using Laplace 

distribution within the frame and the model parameters are estimated by the maximum likelihood estimation 

(MLE).The motion vector computed in the first reference frame is extremely useful for the adaptive control of 

the search window size of the rest of the reference frames [22]. In addition, the motion vector is calculated for 
small sized blocks initially and the same motion vector smaller blocks are utilized to construct the motion vectors 

for larger blocks. The processing speed of motion estimation for broad blocks is increased by optimizing the 

narrow search window around the motion vector. 

The suggested method [23] incorporated the faster ME methods with background and foreground coding for 

the reduction of search points and the calculations involved at each search point. Background images are 

extracted with the help of the background subtraction and frame differentiation. The discrepancy picture is then 

split into16×16 blocks according to the maximum H.264 macro block dimension. The total Absolute Difference 

(TAD) is used to measure the overall expense of calculations for each block. The comparative threshold is used 

to choose foreground block or backdrop block. The blocks which have higher TAD compared with threshold are 

known to be foreground blocks which has more gestures. The blocks which have lesser TAD compared with 

threshold are known to be background blocks. Background region is partitioned into 16×16 irrelevant to other 
partitions. Since the surveillance videos are made up of background region, computational complexity is reduced 

greatly with 16×16 partitions. Because of this method, the overall bit rate is diminished by the background 

coding while the foreground quality is retained. The search range for the background region could be modified 

to reduce computational complexity further. Based on the analysis of the MVD distribution, the proposed 

algorithm [24] further optimizes the ME algorithm. Since more than 85 percentage of the best fitting blocks are 

inside the 16x16 search window (SR=8), the optimal search limit to be implemented is 8.The Motion vector 

distributions are highly correlated with the depth level can be assumed while calculating motion vectors. It is 

not required to apply ME on a search range of 8 for some block sizes; Greater search range (SR) sizes are applied 

for greater CUs, whereas smaller search range dimensions lead to smaller CUs. 
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III. PREVIOUS WORK OF BBME 

 

A. ADAPTIVE SEARCH WINDOW 

Based on the initial motion vector in a frame or previous frame motion vector magnitude, window size could 

be increased or decreased to reduce the computation time. The larger magnitude of MV tells that there are more 
moving objects presented between frames to increase the window size. The lesser magnitude of MV tells that 

there are less moving objects presented between frames to decrease the window size.  

Exhaustive Search is applied to find motion vector with the matching criteria of Total Absolute Difference 

(TAD) as shown in eq(1). 

The following steps explain the Adaptive Search Window (ASW) based Motion Estimation (ME). 

Step1: Take the video and convert into frames  

Step2: Set P=7 with fixed size search window initially as shown in fig 2. 

Step 3: Find Motion Vectors (MVs) of best matched block in current frame and reference frame using 

Exhaustive search. 

Step 4: Check whether MV=0(i.e MVx=0 and MVy=0), If yes Search Window size is 4 and go to step 3. 

Step 5:Else if  0<MVx<4 and 0<MVy<4 then P1=4, P2=7,P3=4 and P4=7 and go to Step 3. 

Else if  0<MVx<4 and -4<MVy<0 then P1=4, P2=7,P3=7 and P4=4 and go to Step 3. 
Else if  -4<MVx<0 and 4<MVy<0 then P1=7, P2=4,P3=4 and P4=7  and go to Step 3. 

Else if MVx>4 and MVy<-4 then P1=16, P2=4, P3=4 and P4=16  and go to Step 3. 

Else if MVx<-4 and MVy>4 then P1=4, P2=16,P3=16,P4=4  and go to Step 3. 

Else if -4>MVx and -4>MVy then P1=16,P2=4,P3=16,P4=4 and go to Step 3.  

Step 6:Repeat the steps 1to 5 for next frame. 

 

  

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1.Flowchart of ASWwith ES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2.Fixed Search Window(ASW) 
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B. DIAMOND SEARCH 

Diamond Search is one of the fastest methods to evaluate motion vector. Total Absolute difference is considered 

as a matching criterion. 

The following steps explain the Diamond Search (DS) based Motion Estimation (ME). 

Step1: Take the video and convert into frames. 
Step 2: Set P=7 with fixed size search window initially. 

Step 3: Search 9 locations in large Diamond Search Pattern (LDSP). Search 4 locations at s=±2 around the centre 

in horizontal and vertical directions. Search 4 more locations around the centre at s=±1 locations in diagonal 

locations. 

Step 4: Find the cost functions for all above 9 locations. 

Step 5: Apply the small diamond search pattern (SDSP) in four locations at s=±1 around the centre location 

while minimum cost is at centre. Go to step 7. 

Step 6: Mark that location as new centre when the least cost belong to any edge point of diamond shape. Go to 

step 2. 

 Step 7: Save the motion vector of least cost function in small diamond search pattern (SDSP). 

Step 8: Repeat the steps 1 to 7 for next frame. 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 
 

Motion or movement Vector is the linear displacement between the candidate block(C) and reference block (R) 

with minimum cost function. Here Total Absolute Difference (TAD) is cost function. 

 

 𝑇𝐴𝐷 = 𝛴𝛴|𝐶(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝑅(𝑖 , 𝑗)|2       (1) 

Where R (i,j) and C(i,j) are pixel values from reference and candidate block respectively. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4.Flowchart of ASW-DS based ME 
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The following steps explain the ASW-DS based Motion Estimation (ME). 

Step1:Take the video and convert into frames  

Step2: Set P=7 with fixed size search window initially to find Motion Vectors(MVs) of best matching block in 

current frame with reference to previous frame. 

Step 3: Search 9 locations in large sized Diamond Search Pattern (LDSP). Search 4 locations at s=±2 around 
the centre in horizontal and vertical directions. Search 4 more locations around the centre at s=±1 locations in 

diagonal locations. 

Step 4: Find the cost functions for all above 9 locations. 

Step 5: Apply the small diamond search pattern (SDSP) in four locations at s=±1 around the centre location 

while minimum cost is at centre. Go to step 7. 

Step 6: Mark that location as new centre when the least cost belong to any edge point of diamond shape. Go to 

step 3. 

Step 7: Save the motion vector of least cost function in small diamond search pattern (SDSP). 

Step 8: Check whether MV of previous frame is 0(i.e MVx=0 and MVy=0), If yes Search Window size is 4 and 

go to step 3. 

Step 9: 

Else if  0<MVx<4 and 0<MVy<4 then P1=4, P2=7,P3=4 and P4=7 and go to Step 3. 
Else if  0<MVx<4 and -4<MVy<0 then P1=4, P2=7,P3=7 and P4=4 and go to Step 3. 

Else if  -4<MVx<0 and 4<MVy<0 then P1=7, P2=4,P3=4 and P4=7  and go to Step 3. 

Else if  -4<MVx<0 and -4<MVy<0 then P1=7, P2=4, P3=7 and P4=4 and go to Step 3. 

Else if MVx>4 and MVy>4 then P1=4, P2=16, P3=4 and P4=16  and go to Step 3. 

Else if MVx>4 and MVy<-4 then P1=16, P2=4, P3=4 and P4=16  and go to Step 3. 

Else if MVx<-4 and MVy>4 then P1=4, P2=16,P3=16,P4=4  and go to Step 3. 

Else if  -4>MVxand -4>MVy then P1=16, P2=4,P3=16,P4=4 and go to Step 3.  

Step 10: Repeat the steps 3 to 9(same procedure) for next frame. 

 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Six standard video sequences were used which are illustrated in figure 5(a),(b) and (c). They are “Carphone” 

(150 frames), “Forman” (300 frames), “Container” (300 frames), with the size of 256 × 256. 

 
Fig.5(a) Carphone 

 
Fig.5 (b) Container 
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Fig 5 (c) Foreman 

The count of search points (C) directly related to size of the block and size of search pane or window.  The 

number of evaluations for a non-adaptive search pane (fixed) and adaptive search pane are described in (2) and 

(3) respectively. C defines the number of computations in a frame.  

Cadaptive = (P1+P2+1)(P3+P4+1)* B2 * n         (2) 
CFixed = (2P+1) 2* B2 * n       (3) 

Where n = number of blocks in a frame. 

PSNR is the performance parameter which defines the ratio between square of Peak value in a frame and Mean 

Square Error. Mean Square Error is calculated between original frame and compensated frame after motion 

compensation. 

From the PSNR performance illustrated in Figure 6, Picture quality of Carphone and Foreman video sequences 

are enhanced with high PSNR value with full search in ASW. Picture of quality of Container degraded to 

0.03dB which is less relative to the number of calculations involved in the searching process. Better PSNR is 

achieved for the videos Container, Foreman and Carphone with DASW and diamond search. 

 
 

Fig. 6.PSNR Performance 

HYBRID results the PSNR near to ES which is a conventional method.DS involves the less count of search 

points in its search pane among all the fastest ME algorithms. Even though the Performance parameter of PSNR 

value of all rapid searches is comparatively same, the suggested HYBRID involves less calculations per block 

when DS reduces the complexity of calculations combined with adaptable search pane.  
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Fig. 7. Number of Search Points Compared with Exhaustive search+Fixed size window 

 

CONCLUSION 

Over the past two decades, there has been a growing revolution in multimedia. Motion Estimation is vital 

process in video compression while archiving the entertainment video (CD / DVD) and real time video 
applications. While ISO MPEG and ITU sets the standard for the above applications with less compression rate, 

it is decisive to reduce the computation time of motion estimation in video coding and compression point of 

view. Over past decades, Work has concentrated on reduction of all these effects of motion estimation. ASW+DS 

reduced computation to 87.5 percent relative to non-adaptive exhaustive search algorithm and the proposed 

hybrid quick-search algorithm takes a factor of 8.5 less computations. Further development can be accomplished 

with the proposed algorithm by adding several parameters for block evaluation by utilizing soft computational 

techniques that enhance the block evaluation. 
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